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Sufism and an Erotic Universe (Part I) 
March 2017 

 
Audio Files: (some audio is a bit garbled until buffered) 

Friday pm http://c7d-ooow.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/03/07053121/spring-2017-march-fri-nite.mp3 
Sat am I   http://c7d-ooow.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/03/07065405/170304-001-02.mp3 
Sat am II   http://c7d-ooow.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/03/07065522/170304-002-01.mp3 
Sat pm I   http://c7d-ooow.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/07071859/march-
2017-sat-pm-1.mp3 
Sat pm II   http://c7d-ooow.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/03/07073344/170304-004-01.mp3 

 
Documents: 

Song of the Reed – publication (Saturday pm)  http://c7d-ooow.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/03/06020258/song-of-the-reed.pdf 

 
Each of the Abrahamic faiths is a love song.  The metaphor of the journey is found across the three 

Abrahamic faiths.  We are in a particular unique place, although this world is messy, it is often like a 

desert.   

We are met by a Presence in the desert.  The Divine showed up in the middle of the Hebrews nomadic 

journey in the desert.  The Divine’s Love and the idea that we are the children of the Divine.  In the Far 

East, there is a theology of compassion, but not of a personal relationship with a loving Divine Presence.  

There is not the passion found in the Abrahamic faiths:  the passion of the parent, of the lover, of the 

beloved fills the Hebrew, Christian and Islamic texts.  The love narratives of the Prodigal Son, the Hymn 

of the Pearl reflect this relationship in Christianity. 

What is it like to be a “theo-phil”, a God-lover?  Jesus started to speak the Mysteries; the Gospel of 

Thomas begins to reveals this.  In Islam, it is deep and passionate.  We are familiar with the Hebrew and 

Christian stories, Islam has intensified it. 

Christianity’s genius is the immanence of God, God with us.  500 years later, Islam is given birth; 

Mohammed brings a message of Oneness.  Out of this stream bursts Sufism.  Within 500 years of Islam’s 

origin, Rumi is given voice from the East, and  Ibn al-‘Arabi from the West.  At the same time, they both 

move from their homes in the East and West, to the center of the Islamic world at the moment of 

intense crisis. 

Hebrew text is the external law, rules giving external guidelines for living.  Then there is Jeshua’s 

teaching which internalizes the relationship.  Islam takes this Wisdom to a place of passion and wildness, 

a deeper exploration of what it means when two different “beings” fall in love.  What happens when 

that intimacy moves to a point of total immersion, true intimacy and understanding?  
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********** 

Music, poetry, and images allow us to 

journey not only horizontally but also in a 

spiral.  Images that help convey this: 

The Divine presence wants intimacy, the 

Song of Songs, the love play between the 

Lover and the Beloved.  It ends in 

Christianity in a deep intimacy, Jesus takes it 

into the bridal chamber in the Gospel of 

Philip.  (Image left) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Islam takes this intimacy to a cosmic, erotic 

intertwining and an embracing passion.  (Image 

right) 
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Yet we start our life in a trackless desert, where the trail is unclear.  You have guides and companions, 

the trail is obscure, the way is unknown, and to some degree the destination is unclear also.  During a 

caravan in the Middle East, one tries to end the evening at a caravan serah, the first hotels, allowing a 

view of the night desert sky.   

 

This image lies behind the Bible and the Qur’an.  The metaphor of the desert reflects our life journey 

through the earth, actually preparing us for our Ultimate Return.
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 The poem, “A Night for Departure”, by Rumi says   

O lovers, lovers, it is time 
to set out from this world. 

I hear a drum in my soul’s ear 
coming from the depths of the stars. 

 
Look, our camel driver is at work; 
and the caravan is being readied. 

He asks that we forgive him 
for the disturbance he has caused, 

but he asks why we travelers are still asleep. 
 

Everywhere there is the murmur of departure; 
and the stars are out like candles 

thrust at us from behind blue veils. 
The Unseen world itself has appeared, 

and for our sakes wondrous souls have revealed themselves. 
 

But beneath this water wheel of stars 
our sleep has been heavy. 

Observe that heaviness and beware... 
for life is fragile and quick. 

 
Heart, aim yourself at Love! 
Friend, discover the Friend! 

Watchman, be wakeful! 
The whole city could be lost, 

you’re not here to sleep. 
 

Noise and action on every side, 
fires and torches everywhere 

tonight this pregnant world gives birth to eternity. 
Lifeless clay becomes living heart. 

The ignorant become aware. 
 

The One who draws you here will lead you further, 
and as you are drawn to the One, 

even your pains will become your pleasure. 
So don’t be afraid. 

Its flames are like cooling water, 
To give your soul life is its sacred work, 

and to break your chains. 
 

We are not just fleeing slavery (as in the Hebrew world), but in the Islamic world we are to become a 
“living heart”.  There is a trajectory, it is to be drawn to the One.  The themes here are repeated through 
Islamic poetry and we will hear these again and again (fear, longing, separation, visits from wondrous 
souls, etc.). 
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The Green Bird, an integration of a spiritual recital (music, imagery, poetry) or a "selah", combines that 
of Rumi and Ibn al-‘Arabi.   We will listen to the recitation, and then hear it again with an image. 

 
 
 
 

“My Heart” by Ibn al-Arabi, 
 

O Marvel! 
A garden among the flames! 

 
My heart has become capable of every form: 

It is a pasture for gazelles 
A convent for Christian monks 

A temple for idols, 
The pilgrim's Ka'aba 

The tablets of the Torah 
The book of the Qur'an 

 
I follow the religion of Love 

Whatever way Love's camels take 
That is my religion and my faith. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

“La’la’i” by Ibn al-Arabi says, 
 

Stay now at the ruins in La'lai, fading 
And in that wasteland grieve for those we loved. 

 
At the campsite now abandoned 

Stay and call her name 
As your heart is softly torn away. 

 
For the time of one like me 

Spent near her moringa' gossamer flowering 
Plucking at fruits in measure 

And at the petals of a rose, red ripening. 
 

Everyone who wanted you 
You showered with graces. 

Only to me did your lightning flash, unfaithful. 
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"Yes," she said, 
"There we used to come together 

In the shade of my branches, 
In that luxuriant land." 

 
"My lightning was the flash of smiles, 
Now it is the blaze of barren stones. 

So blame that time we had no way of warding off 
What fault was it of La'la'i" 

 
I forgave her as I heard her speak, 

Grieving as I grieved with a wounded heart. 
 

I asked her when I saw her meadows 
Now fields of the four scouring, twisting winds, 

"Did they tell you where they'd taken their noonday rest?" 
"Yes, she said, "at Sand Hill where the white tents gleam 

With what they hold from all those rising Suns of splendor." 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

“On the Bed, Done In”  
by Ibn al-Arabi 

 
Traitorous with curls twisted like snakes, 
She leaves behind a man who sought the 

straight path. 
She coiled her glistening softness, 

Melted him away and left him on the bed 
Done in 

From whatever side I come, I‘m gone. 
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Saturday Sessions 

 
The Abrahamic faiths are a progression of thought, and each of them individually evolves over time also.  
At this point in history we are back to having conversation in and between each of the traditions.  
 
The poem, “A Night for Departure”, begins 

O lovers, lovers, it is time 
To set out from this world 

I hear a drum in my soul’s ear 
Coming from the depths of the stars…. 

 
The desert imagery used in this poetry conveys a landscape that we are invited into as a caravan of 
pilgrims in community with guides (and voices and presence) and experience Love in the desert.  We 
have to traverse space and time, which is not easy.  The Universe is presented as an active place, an 
Encourager for our journey.  Duality exists in time-space, there is the perspective that the world is 
“unfair”, not logically coherent, and irrational.  Is this world safe?  No, there is no real safety, we may 
create zones of safety and comfortable, but it is not.  The desert is never these.  Because of this we need 
the community, we need the support of those around us, and we need guides to help us find the path to 
our destination. 
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It is this environment where the soul is created from the Cosmos and has the opportunity to grow in it is 
individuality and uniqueness.    I can know my “self” but do I know the “Self” and our relationship to It.  
This is a theme in Christianity and is picked up in Islam.  The Self is transcendent to ourselves, in letting 
go of “self” we have to dive deeply into a place that is not safe or comfortable. 
 
The Divine has a need to grow in Love, embedded into the physiology and psyche of humanity.  The 
Universe has stacked the deck so that humanity can move from “self-centered” to “other-centered”, to 
being co-creative.    
 
Islam picks up the theme, when you fall in love with the self and the Self, it becomes ecstatically and 
passionately wild as well as wild as the wilderness:  untamed, inconceivable, an alien experience.  This is 
part of the wisdom of the Islamic tradition. 
 
So last evening we started with three poems from the Green Bird.  The first – My Heart - is the image of 
the garden appearing from within the flames, the oasis in the desert x 10.  This enlarges the capacity of 
the heart when challenged by the Divine Love. The second – La’la’I - takes a place in the wilderness 
where there is a moment of intense passion and oneness only to have the sense of unity disappear.  
There is a sense of loss of love, of presence, of unity.  The third – On the Bed, Done In – the sense of 
abandonment by the Divine Feminine, and yet this sense of abandonment is necessary for the ego to be 
“gone”, otherwise the Self cannot be present.  The catalytic experience...similar to the Gospel of 
Philip…suggests this sort of experience is necessary for theosis… turning human in to divine, self into 
Self. 
 

 
The poetry can also take us from the desert 
imagery to ocean imagery. The ocean requires 
us to go with the flow, not to fight the tides.  
We may need a ship (instead of a caravan) that 
provides us with safety and a vessel for the 
journey.   There are several poems (4-8) and I 
want you to hear each of them and then we 
will hear them again with the images.  The 
oceans in the Mediterranean world are 
interesting; all of our sacred texts have these 
bodies of waters as part of our tradition. 
 

“The Sea” by An Niffari 
 
He stood me in the sea 
I saw the ships sinking and the planks floating. 
I saw the planks sinking 
He said to me, 

No one on board will be saved! 
 
Peril for the one who throws himself in, 
And does not come on board. 
Destruction for those who come on board 
And do not accept danger.  
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He said, 

In peril is a portion of salvation.  
 

Then the wave came and lifted what was beneath it 
And ran along the shore.  
 
He said to me: 

The surface of the sea is an unattainable brilliance. 
Its depth is an unfathomable darkness. 

Between them are sea-creatures that offer no refuge.  
 

Do not sail on the Sea, or the vessel will veil you. 
Do not throw yourself in, or the Sea itself will veil you.  

In the Sea are brinks which will support you.  
When you grant yourself to the Sea and drown, 

You’re become like one of its creatures. 
 

I deceive you if I guide you to an other-than-me. 
If you perish in an other-than-me 

You belong to that in which you perish. 
 

This world belongs to the person I have turned away from it. 
And from whom I have turned away the world. 
The afterworld belongs to whomever I turn it, 

To whomever turns to Me.  
 
 
 

“Between His Hands” by An Niffari 
 
He stood me between His hands, and said to me: 

I approve you for nothing, 
I approve nothing for you.  

Glory be to you! 
It is I who glorify you. 

You cannot glorify me! 
It is I who act upon you and make you act. 

How could you act on me? 
 
I saw the lights as darkness 
Contrition as contention 
The path leading nowhere.  
 
He said to me: 

Praise yourself, exalt yourself, 
Glorify yourself. 

Conceal yourself from me! 
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Do not expose yourself to me 
If you do I will set you afire 

Concealing you from yourself. 
 

He said to me: 
Unveil yourself for me. 

Do not conceal 
If you conceal, I will tear the cover from you. 

If I tear it from you I will not veil you.  
 

I concealed myself and did not show forth. 
I unveiled myself and did not conceal. 
I saw Him approving what He did not approve and disapproving what He approved. 
 
He said: 

If you become a believer, you're a deviant. 
If you become a seeker, you're a believer.  

 
I saw him, and recognized him 
I saw him, and recognized myself.  
 
He said to me: 

You've found the way. 
When you come to me, none of this will be with you. 

You will not know me.  
You will not know yourself.  

 
These texts are filled with contradictions.  The Creator stands us in the sea…between his hands…in 
place.  The Divine is in control, we are not.  Ultimately you are going to drown, let go, and this part of 
the process of “salvation”. 
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“Who are You and Who am I?” 
by Ibn al-Arabi 

 
He stood me in place, saying: 
         Who are you, and who am I? 
 
I saw the sun, moon, stars, and all the lights. 
 
He said to me: 
      In my sea stream,  

Nothing remains you have not seen.  
 
Everything comes towards me--nothing 
remained that did not 
Kissed me between the eyes 
Blessed me 
And stayed in the shadow.  
 
He said: 

You I know me, but I know you not.  
 
I saw Him clinging to my robe 
Not me. 
He said to me: 
      This is My devotion. 
 
I did not incline 
Only my robe inclined.  
 
He said:  
      Who am I? 

 
Son and Moon were veiled, the Stars fell, 
The lights died out, 
All save He enveloped in darkness.  
My eye did not see, 
My ear did not hear, 
My perceptions field. 
Everything spoke, saying:  
 
     God is the greatest! 
 
He came toward me and he said to me: 
     Flee! 
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I said: 
     Where? 
 
He said:  
     Fall into the darkness. 
 
I feel into the darkness,  
And beheld myself.  
 
He said: 
     Behold yourself,  
     Only yourself forever. 
     Never will you leave the darkness, 
     But when I release you from it 
     I will reveal Myself. 
     You will see me, 
     And when you do, 
    You will be the farthest of those most far away.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

“The Burning” Ibn al-‘Arabi 
 

In the fever of love separation kills 
Find her would ease the burning. 

 
No one blames me wanting her. 

I love her beauty wherever she turns. 
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“My People” An-Niffari 
 

You desire to pray all night,  
and you desire to recite all the sections of the 

Qur'an therein.  
But you pray not. 

 
Her only prays all night who prays for Me, 

Not for any known rosary or comprehended 
portion of scripture.  

 
Him I meet with My face, 

And he stays through My Self-subsistence, 
Desiring neither for Me, nor of Me. 

If I wish, I converse with him. 
If I wish to instruct, I instruct.  

The people of the rosary depart when they have 
achieved it, 

And the people of the portion of the Qur'an depart 
when they have read it, 

But My people depart not, for how should they  
                                           depart? 

 

 

 
There is an element of not knowing, of being disoriented, of being in “no place”.  There are no 
landmarks.  The idea in “Who Are You and Who am I?” that we are far from God even when we are 
moving closer, will also be found in poems 11 & 16, “You will be the farthest of those most far away”. 
 
This sets up a whole group of ideas.  Who am I?  What about the image of Love?  Who is the 
community?  Do we go with the institutional view, the pious?  Or, something else?  The first portion 
through #8 is a word of confusion, of disorientation, of paradox.  We ultimately begin to grasp what is 
“Real”. 
 

************ 
 
 
 

Musical meditation from the Green Bird CD. 
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“Tango Habibi (Song of the Reed)” by Jalaluddin Rumi 
 

Listen to the Reed forlorn, 
Breathing ever since 'twas torn, 

Form its rusty bed, a strain 
Of impassioned love and pain. 

 
The secret of y song, though near, 
None can see and none can hear. 
Oh for a friend to know the sign 

And mingle all his soul with mine! 
 

'Tis the flame of Love that fired me, 
'Tis the wine of Love inspired me. 

Wouldst thou know how lovers bleed, 
Listen, listen to the Reed. 

 
The origin of this poem is at the beginning of Rumi’s Mathnawi.  We are all hollow reeds, we are 
breathing this Music, and there is a longing for Unity with Spirit.  And, Spirit breath wakens us, there is 
awakening to this longing for the Other.  Without the emptiness, the breath, the Spirit are absent.  But 
then we begin to search for others who realize their emptiness. 
 
HANDOUT: Song of the Reed, Illustrated.  Please see link at beginning of this document for download. 
 
A reading of the poem from different versions.  A broken heart often awakens one to a deeper wisdom 
and a seeking for others who also understand, who are also awakening.  “Let him who has ears hear.”  
This, like the Gospel of Thomas, suggests that you have an origin from which you have been taken.  Like 
the reed, you have been taken from your Source, you feel disconnected and filled with sorrow. 
 
Discussion and thoughts on poem and images. 
 
 

*********** 
 

 
 
Next time we gather, we will be considering the metaphysics of the Sufi stream.  Before you come next 
time, review the “Green Bird” the central core of the material.  We will work with 12, 11 and 16 at our 
next weekend.  This will summarizes what Sufism “saw” of the “love story”. 
 
We are going to work with a set of spiritual exercises.  There is a northern and southern traditions of 
Sufism, somewhat paralleling Buddhist.  These exercises come from the Northern tradition. 
 
The Naqshbandi and Khwajagan were likely the foundation for Gurdjieff’s original instruction.   
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One exercise is breath prayer… consider standing at the sea shore…the waves come in, the ways go out.  
In Sufi practice, the breath is used as the counter to prayer, speaking the Divine Names.  Once the 
breath is in rhythm, the Divine names are breathed in and out.   
 
2.  The next step, is watching one’s step.  Every step you take is one of mindful attention, plant your feet 
where your feet want to be.  Pay attention to where you are stepping, do not be thrown off balance as 
you walk across space and time. 
 
3.  One pays attention to the journey, being doubly aware – of the outer terrain in the social convention 
and inner terrain, in your heart.  You keep dual consciousness.  You have to practice awareness of both 
realities simultaneously staying aware of one’s heart. 
 
4.  Next, one keeps solitude even in a crowd. You do not forget your true home just because you are 
embedded in a crowd, you retain your own solidarity, stay detached and alert to your own soul.   
Consider the image of the cocktail hour and the lower image of awakening.  Sufis pay attention and 
practice in the world. 
 
5.  There is remembrance or making mention, actively remembering the Divine Presence and using this 
energy as a source of strength. 
 
6. There is the practice of restraint and holding firm either external or internal emotions, guarding one’s 
thoughts through self-discipline. 
 
7.  Stay watchful, be alert, and be open and receptive.   
 
8. Remembrance:  to recollect the Divine’s Presence in one’s heart throughout the day. This allows 
awareness of the Divine power and energy of recollected awareness. 
 
Which of these do you find most challenging? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


